


Gustave Courbet



 Started in 1850 as a formal movement in art

 Positioned themselves against Romantics

 Sought to depict the world as it really was

 No embellishment

 Most important painters

 Courbet, Breton, Millet













 Born on January 29, 1832

 Passionate about art

 His father discouraged his interest in art and  
wanted Edouard to have a career in law

 His uncle, Charles Fournier, encouraged
Manet’s interest in painting and took him to art  
galleries



 Entered the studio of Thomas Couture in 1850  
and studied there until 1856.

 Rejected Diderot’s theory that art should reflect
the customs of the past

 Believed that art should reflect ideas and ideals
of the present



Diego Velázquez  

Francisco Goya



 Lack of a subject.
 Captured the subtle effects of  

light as well as the harsh effects
 Loose brushwork
 Painted ordinary things and  

scenes of everyday life



 One of Manet’s most controversial paintings

 Features a nude woman eating lunch beside  
two clothed men. The men are engaged in  
conversation as the woman stares at the  
viewer.

 Brought Manet much criticism

 First exhibited in the Salon des Refusés  
(exhibition of rejects) in 1863







 Another of Manet’s most controversial works

 A painting of a prostitute who wears a black  
ribbon around her neck, a bracelet, a flower in  
her hair, and slippers, all of which emphasize  
her nudity

 Olympia ignores the servant bringing flowers  
from a client and stares intensely at the viewer,  
which added to the criticism Manet received





 Inspired by Venus of Urbino by Titan (below)



 One of the first artists to go beyond the  
traditional boundaries and paint the way he so  
desired

 Pivotal figure in the transition between Realism
and Impressionism

 Inspired the Impressionist Movement ( so-
called Father of Impressionism)





SCIENCE

 After the Scientific  
Revolution many opaque  
pigments were invented  
giving artists a larger  
range of colors.

 Also a rather frustrated  
painter, John G. Rand,  
invented the metal paint  
tube, making paint  
portable.

 This made it easier to  
paint outside and so  
landscape paintings  
became more practical.

 Claude Monet,  
Pierre-Auguste  
Renoir, Alfred  
Sisley, Édouard  
Manet, and Frederic  
Bazille helped bring  
about the  
impressionism art  
movement.

ARTISTS



 Impressionism was not embraced upon it’s  
arrival.

 In 1876 art critic Albert Wolff was quoted in  
bashing impressionists, “Some people burst out  
laughing at the sight of these things, but they  
just leave me heart sick. The self-declared artist  
styles themselves the intransigents, the  
impressionists; they take canvas, paint, and  
brushes, through some color on at random, and  
sign the result.”



im·pres·sion·ism (m-prsh-nzm)n.1. often  
Impressionism A theory or style of  
painting originating and developed in  
France during the 1870s, characterized by  
concentration on the immediate visual  
impression produced by a scene and by  
the use of unmixed primary colors and  
small strokes to simulate actual reflected  
light.

For more clarity, impressionist  
wanted to paint things as they  
saw them but not in a drastic  
realistic way. They departed  
from the drastic lighting of  
chiaroscuro and focused more  
on color juxtaposition to give  
depth.



Light became an
entire subject for
impressionists

Light was thought to be  
flickering and reflecting  
off everything giving  
everything color.

Light intensity and  
form was  
distinguished with  
different colors and  
not darks and lights.

San Giorgio Maggiore at Dusk















Neo-Impressionism 
Seurat began studying the brushwork of Romantic painter 

Eugène Delacroix and read Ogden N. Rood's Modern 

Chromatics, which proposed that artists should experiment 

with color contrast by juxtaposing small colored dots to see 

how they are blended by the eye.

He then applied his theoretical research to compositions 

created between 1881 and 1883 which developed into a new 

art movement known as Neo-Impressionism.





Cont.

Neo- Impressionism stemmed from the 

belief that separate touches of interwoven 

pigment resulted in a greater vibrancy of 

color in the observer's eye than was 

achieved by the conventional mixing of 

pigments on the palette. 

This theory was known as mélange optique

(optical mixture) and developed into the 

artistic style of Pointillism which became 

the main artistic style of Seurat.

Pointillism or Divisionism was thought to 

realize a pulsating shimmer of light on the 

canvas. 









Picture of the actual canvas up close.











Accepted or 
Refused by the 

Salon?


































